The theory of knowledge and learning spaces is used to assess readiness and determine course placement for mathematics students at or below introductory calculus at the University of Illinois. Readiness assessment is determined by the artificially intelligent system ALEKS. The ALEKS-based mechanism from the University of Illinois reduces over-placement and is more effective than the former ACT-based mechanism. Significant enrollment distribution changes occurred as a result of the mechanism implementation. ALEKS assessments provide more specific skill information than the ACT. Correlations of ALEKS subscores with student maturity and performance meets expectations in many cases and reveled interesting characteristics of the student population.

The data shows that preparation, as measured by ALEKS, correlates positively with course performance, more strongly than the ACT. Longitudinal comparison of students taking Precalculus shows that ALEKS assessments are an effective measure of knowledge increase. Calculus students with weaker skills can be brought to the skill level of their peers, as measured by ALEKS, by taking a preparatory course. The data is also used to measure course effectiveness and visualize the aggregate skills of student populations. (Received September 21, 2009)